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SIT WITH YOUR ‘WAR GROUPS’ PLEASE.

Two groups can share a table.  Pull up a chair…make it work!

DO NOT UNFOLD THE PAPER!
Write a metaphor or simile for war.  Do not use ‘War is hell.’

Then, write a response to the first question on the folded page.

When you have finished both of these tasks, read carefully your next assignment –
The Justification of War.



DISCUSS

Share metaphors and responses.

In your groups, discuss the wars, esp. the causes.  List the LETTER of the cause on your blue 
paper.

Record your discussion on the paper provided for your two or three wars.

Apply the principles of a just war to your wars – record it on the paper provided.  Which, in 
your group’s opinion, wars were justified?  Were any not justified?  Which of the principles 
could you apply?

After your discussion, turn your writing paper over – still folded – and independently answer 
the second question.

Turn in your mini research.

Whole class presentation – finish next class.



MANY PEOPLE BELIEVE IN THE CONCEPT OF A JUST 
WAR, AS DEFINED BY THESE FUNDAMENTAL PRINCIPLES:

A just war must be a last resort; all peaceful options must be exhausted before the use of force can be justified;

A war is just only if waged by a legitimate authority;

A just war must be fought only as self-defense against an armed attack or to redress a wrong;

There must be a reasonable chance of success; deaths and injury that result from a hopeless cause cannot be 
morally justified;

The consequences of the war must be better than the situation that would exist had the war not taken place;

The violence and destruction must be proportional to the injury suffered;

Civilians must not be targets of the fighting and great care must be taken to avoid civilian casualties.

Is there anything missing from this list?  Does this address war in the modern era?  Is the concept of war 
subjective?



GROUP DISCUSSION

Justification of war

Don’t forget to turn in your mini research FOR A GRADE!



READ NIGHT

Read Night to page ix.

 Create Socratic Seminar questions for each section assigned.

Simon Wiesenthal: It is solely as a witness that I write now.



My Why

What is YOUR Why?





HOMEWORK

Read the articles from The Washington Post on the justification of war.  **This comes 
from a series of op-ed pieces in the Post on the justification of war.  You can find 
more essays online from December 2015 on the justification of war.

Read the assignment.  Decide on two wars – any war is fine as long as one is after 
1990.  Begin research independently – during study hall, early release, etc.  NOT 
OVER BREAK!  I will give you the timeline next class.

It is solely as a witness that I write now. - Simon Wiesenthal


